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The little boy's name
was Lowell. One day, on
his birthday, his family
gifted him his favorite
colored crayons. As
soon as Lowell received
this gift, he ran to his
room with great joy and
started drawing. The
light in his eyes
reflected his passion
for the world of
dreams.
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When evening came, there was sweet
peace in Lowell 's room. He was sitting
at his desk with his brushes and
pencils, wandering around at the peak
of his creativity. Suddenly, a faint
light began to shine around his room.
Lowell looked around curiously and
couldn't believe her eyes. The tiny
lights that appeared inside his room
were night fairies!
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The night fairies
came to help each
picture Lowell drew
come true. The
fairies saw that
Lowell cared about
his imagination and
art, and they decided
to help his with this
special talent.
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Lowell was both surprised and excited
when he saw the night fairies. When
he talked to them, he learned that the
fairies would help his drawings come
true. Now Lowell believed that
everything he drew could be real.
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With this new
strength, Lowell
continued drawing.
When he started
drawing anything he
came across, the
night fairies turned
his imagination into
reality. A deer, an
elephant, even the
stars in the sky were
born from Lowell 's
drawings.
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Lowell 's room turned into a real art
gallery with his creativity and the
magical help of the night fairies. Each
picture showed what a special talent
Lowell had.
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Lowell now knew that his drawings
lived in the real world, not just on
paper. His art was a source of joy and
inspiration to himself and those
around him.
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